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ABSTRACT

Aims. We describe anab initio-based numerical method of obtaining infrared spectroscopic data (line list) of polyatomic molecules
that allows calculation of complete sets of lines for temperatures up to several thousand Kelvin. While the main focus ison complete-
ness and consistency, not spectroscopic accuracy, the approach is in principle “exact” for line positions and, although not exact for
line strengths, of sufficient accuracy to be of value, especially in wavelength regions where there are gaps in reliable experimental
data.
Methods. Global potential energy and dipole moment hypersurfaces are fitted to the results ofab initio electronic structure calcu-
lations. The MULTIMODE software is then used to obtain rovibrational energy levels and dipole transition matrix elements. This
information is used to calculate a complete set of Einstein coefficients of spontaneous emissionAi j.
Results. The method is applied to obtain a spectroscopic database formethane containing over 1.4 million lines up to an upper state
energy of 6200 cm−1 (∼ 9000 K). The emission spectrum of CH4 at 1000 K is calculated with the complete set of Einstein coefficients
and compared with the one obtained from the HITRAN database.Gaps in the database are realistically filled in by the calculated
spectrum.
Conclusions. Consistent and complete databases are important for astrophysical applications. Databases obtained by the method de-
scribed here fulfill this requirement and are sufficiently accurate for astrophysical applications such as model atmosphere calculations
and the corresponding synthetic spectra.
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1. Introduction

Radiative transport calculations are used in astrophysicsto
model stellar and planetary atmospheres (e.g. Leggett et al.
2007; Hauschildt & Baron 1999; Reiners et al. 2007; Bean et al.
2006). These calculations need complete and consistent spec-
troscopic databases to avoid incomplete micro-physics andthus
systematic errors in the computed model structures and the re-
sulting synthetic spectra. Such problems may occur with incon-
sistent datasets, e.g., missing lines lead to false “windows” for
radiation to escape, with some times catastrophic consequences
for the computed atmospheric structure. The required accuracy
for individual molecular lines is less important, because for such
atmospheres no single lines are measured but conglomeratesof
lines from different molecules form the observed features.

We provide an approach to obtain spectroscopic data for
polyatomic molecules that satisfies these requirements, using
rigorous theoretical approaches. This paper briefly describes the
methodology and presents a comparison of the calculated emis-
sion spectrum for methane with data from the HITRAN database
over the wavenumber range up to 6200 cm−1 at 1000 K for
rotational-vibrational transitions. A later paper will use the re-
sults to model radiative transport and compare the influenceof
different spectroscopic databases on the effective radiation trans-
port and line opacities.

2. Method

The central quantity of interest is the spontaneous emission in-
tensity. It is is given in terms of the well-known Einstein emis-
sion coefficient,Ai j, defined as

Ai j =
16π3

3h4c3

(Ei − E j)3

2Ji + 1
|Mi j|

2. (1)

i and j are the indices of the two rovibrational states involved.
2Ji + 1 is thegJ-factor of the upper state andMi j =

〈

Ψi|d|Ψ j

〉

is
the dipole transition element between statesi and j. The energy
differences and dipole matrix elements should ideally be ob-
tained from the same “exact” quantum mechanical calculation;
however, at present this is not possible. As described in more
detail below the energies are obtained using an essentiallyexact
procedure, but the dipole matrix elements are evaluated using
approximate rovibrational wavefunctions, which are, however,
more realistic than a separable product of a vibrational wave-
function times a rotational wavefunction.

The method adopted for numerically obtaining spectroscopic
data of polyatomic molecules is shown schematically in fig. 1.
The two main steps are the calculation of electronic potential en-
ergy and dipole moment surfaces using high-levelab initio elec-
tronic structure methods and second the calculation of molecular
rovibrational line positions (energies) and line strengths by solv-
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of the algorithm for obtaining spectroscopic data from
ab initio data as used.

ing the nuclear Schrödinger equation in the field of the electronic
potential energy surface.

2.1. Potential energy and dipole moment surfaces

The starting point for computation of the (infrared) rovibrational
molecular spectrum is the Born-Oppenheimerapproximation, by
which the electronic and the nuclear degrees of freedom are de-
coupled. Solution of the ground state electronic structureprob-
lem – described by the Schrödinger equation for the electronic
degrees of freedom – provides a total energy and a dipole mo-
ment. When they are viewed as functions of the nuclear config-
uration then these are called the potential energy and the dipole
moment surface (PES and DMS). The rovibrational spectrum
is obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation for the nuclear
degrees of freedom in the field of the Born-Oppenheimer PES,
and the transition amplitudes follow from matrix elements of the
DMS. Computation and analysis of the rovibrational spectrum
requires the PES and DMS to be evaluated millions of times,
meaning at millions of configurations, and therefore the neces-
sary first step towards this goal is the construction of an analytic
approximation to the PES and DMS, fitted to the results ofab
initio electronic structure calculations for an appropriate sample
of nuclear configurations.

For the PES theab initio method used in the present work
is the spin-restricted coupled cluster method with full itera-
tive treatment of single and double excitations and perturba-
tive treatment of triple excitations, RCCSD(T) (Hampel et al.
1992; Deegan & Knowles 1994; Knowles et al. 2000), using the
augmented correlation consistent polarized valence-onlytriple-
zeta (aug-cc-pvtz) basis set (Kendall et al. 1992). Theab ini-
tio method for the DMS is the averaged coupled pair func-
tional method, ACPF (Gdanitz & Ahlrichs 1988), using the (non-
augmented) cc-pvtz basis (Dunning 1989). All calculationswere
done using the Molpro program package (Werner 2006).

Theab initio calculations were carried out at a random sam-
ple of configurations obtained iteratively. After an initial PES
was constructed based on a lower level ofab initio theory,
molecular dynamics trajectories were obtained using that surface
at a variety of total energies up to dissociation, configurations
were sampled from those trajectories, the nuclear coordinates
in the sample were additionally subjected to small random dis-
placements, and the RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pvtz calculations were
carried out for the configurations obtained that way. Further con-
figurations were sampled by making random displacements to
the global minimum geometry and by sampling from additional
molecular dynamics trajectories. In addition, data representing
break-up into CH3 + H and CH2 + H2 were created by placing
two fragments far apart and assigning as the energy the sum of
energies of the separate fragments, and likewise for the dipole
moment. The CH2 and CH3 fragment geometries were sampled
from a collection obtained using similar procedures as for CH4

and the same ab initio method was used for energy and dipole
moment as for CH4. For H we used the exact energy -0.5 hartree
(≈ −13.605 eV), for H2 the energy was calculated by full con-
figuration interaction (FCI) on the aug-cc-pvtz basis, and the
dipole moment is 0 for both H and H2 at any geometry. The
final database used for the fit contains 31314ab initio energies
and 34473ab initio dipole moments.

Given the database ofab initio electronic structure energies
and dipole moments the fitted analytical PES and DMS are con-
structed following an approach developed and used extensively
in the Bowman group over the past five years for systems of
up to 10 atoms (e.g. Huang et al. 2005; Jin et al. 2006; Sharma
et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2008b,a). In this approach the potential
energy surface is fitted in terms of polynomials of exponential
functions of the internuclear distances,yi j = exp−ri j/λ whereλ
is a scale parameter andi and j are nuclear indices. The polyno-
mials are restricted to be invariant under permutation of identical
nuclei (hydrogens) and this property is built into the basis. The
dipole moment must transform like a vector and is for that rea-
son represented in the formd(X) =

∑

i wi(X)ri whereX denotes
the nuclear configuration,ri is the position of thei-th nucleus,
and thewi(X) are expanded as permutationallycovariant func-
tions of the internuclear distances. An earlier paper on a PES
and DMS for the protonated water dimer (Huang et al. 2005)
describes the dipole moment representation more fully. Theco-
efficients in the polynomial expansion are determined by solving
a weighted least squares system of equations in which we assign
to thek-th configuration a relative weight (Ek−E0)/(Ek−E0+δ)
in which Ek is theab initio energy of the configuration,E0 is the
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Table 1. Normal mode frequencies [cm−1] of methane calculated at the
global minimum on the PES compared with Molpro RCCSD(T)/aug-
cc-pvtz normal mode frequencies at theab initio optimized equilibrium
geometry.

Mode PES Molpro
n1 3028.87 3027.43
n2 1551.44 1551.53 1573.19 1573.58
n3 3156.30 3156.30 3156.31 3146.39 3146.41 3146.41
n4 1343.34 1343.45 1343.45 1350.01 1350.47 1350.47

Table 2. Additional information of PES properties compared with ex-
perimental values (NIST 2006).

Quantity Theo. Exp.
Rotational constant 5.2872 5.241
bond length (H-H) 1.77866 Å 1.7751 Å
bond length (H-C) 1.08920 Å 1.0870 Å

ab initio energy at the global minimum, andδ is a parameter for
which we used 0.05 hartree.

The accuracy of the fitted PES is represented by a root mean
square deviation between PES andab initio data, which we
present here evaluated separately over three energy ranges. Of
the 31314 configurations there are 5299 that have energy in the
range 0 - 0.05 hartree (0.05 hartree= 10974 cm−1) relative to the
global minimum, 7390 that have energy in the range 0.05 - 0.1
hartree, 11431 that have energy in the range 0.1 - 0.25 hartree,
and the remainder have higher energy. Over the first three ranges,
the rms error for the energy is, respectively, 8.45· 10−5 hartree=
18.55 cm−1, 1.91· 10−4 hartree and 1.59· 10−3 hartree, while for
the dipole moment it is, respectively, 5.53· 10−4, 1.43· 10−3 and
7.62 · 10−3 atomic units.

Other diagnostics of the accuracy of the fitted PES and DMS
are of interest. Table 1 shows the harmonic frequencies evaluated
on the PES at the global minimum in comparison with bench-
mark frequencies obtained from Molpro with RCCSD(T)/aug-
cc-pvtz, while table 2 gives additional information of PES prop-
erties. In fig. 2 we show the ACPF/cc-pvtzab initio dipole mo-
ment (crosses), the fitted dipole moment (lines), and a more ac-
curate RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pvtzab initio dipole moment (pyra-
mids) along the 7-th harmonic frequency displacement vector,
which is the one that displays the largest dipole moment ampli-
tude. There is an almost linear and a parabolic non-zero compo-
nent of the dipole moment vector for this mode. The fitted curve
for the parabolic one shows a significant large deviation from
the ab initio data and is the worst case of the surface for the
revelant range of configuration space. Still, this deviation is not
serious for the calculation of transition data, because it delivers
only small dipole transition elements for the energy range of in-
terest, which is between−0.4 and 0.4 qi. The component of the
dipole vector which is dominating is the one with the (almost)
linear behavior. Here, the dipole transition element is oneor-
der of magnitude larger than for the other one. While the DMS
fit properly covers theab initio data for the linear component,
the ACPF/cc-pvtz itself shows a 12% flatter slope than the more
exact RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pvtz leading to an underestimated tran-
sition probability.
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Fig. 2. This figure provides an one dimensional cut through the dipole
moment surface along the normal mode displacement of the IR activen3

mode. Each line respresents a component of the dipole momentvector,
while the labeling of these components is arbitrary due toF2 degener-
acy. The straight lines are DMS values, crosses the corresponding ab
initio. For better comparison we included RCCSD(T) dipole moments
(pyramids) as well.

2.2. Calculation of energies

The next step is to calculate every rotational-vibrationalen-
ergy level within a certain energy range up to a given value
of the total angular momentumJ. For this the MULTIMODE
program package (see Carter et al. 1998; Carter & Bowman
1999) was used. Employing any user-defined potential it can cal-
culate converged energies of the rigorous Watson Hamiltonian
(Watson 1968) using the virtual configuration interaction (VCI)
method (Carter & Bowman 1998; Carter et al. 1998; Carter &
Bowman 2000). The many-body VCI wave function is expanded
in terms of the eigenstates of a vibrational self consistentfield
(VSCF) Hamiltonian (Carter et al. 1997; Bowman 1986), which
are called virtual states. The expansion forms an orthonormal
basis constructing a standard eigenvalue problem. This method
delivers eigenstates and -functions which are true variational up-
per bounds of the exact values. The VSCF wave function as-
sumes independent oscillators, while the vibrational modes of a
molecule are coupled. A part of this coupling can be regained
with the introduction ofn-mode basis functions. The quality
of the eigenvalues increases with a higher number of coupled
modes. In theory, coupling all vibrational modes would deliver
exact values. The expansion character of the VCI method does
not allow a strict assignment of vibrational quantum numbers.
Most often the state assignment can be made based on the domi-
nant coefficient of the expansion, but this is not always the case.
The assignment of each “exact” rovibrational energy level is im-
portant for the calculation of the intensities because thisis done
by an approximate method (described briefly below) which is
exact forJ = 0 but not forJ > 0 and which needs to make a one-
to-one correspondence with the exact energies. When these am-
biguities occur (rarely) a band averaging approximation isdone
as described in detail in the next section.

To conclude this section we note that because the VCI
energies obtained here are converged to within 10 or fewer
wavenumbers, for a given PES, the deviations from experiment
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Table 3. Calculated fundamental vibrational energies [cm−1] compared
with experimental values NIST (2006)

Mode Theo. Exp.
n1 2901 2917
n2 1521 1534
n3 3004 3019
n4 1309 1306

are mainly due to the small inaccuracies in the electronic ener-
gies used to obtain the PES, and in the present case we estimate
these to contribute 5 - 30 cm−1 errors depending on the energy
and modes involved, see table 3. Thus the results presented here
are consistent with the goals stated above, i.e., to calculate a low-
resolution spectrum over a wide spectral range.

2.3. Calculation of dipole transition elements

The MULTIMODE program can also be used for the calcula-
tion of dipole matrix elements; however, at present this cannot
be done exactly for arbitraryJ. It can do these matrix elements
rigorously forJ = 0 and also in the so-called adiabatic rotation
approximation (Carter & Bowman 1998). Here the vibrational
Hamiltonian is extended with the classical rigid rotor energy.
This simulates a part of the rotational dependence of the wave
function, while the form of the wave function has not changed.
This method is of adequate accuracy for lowJ and small Coriolis
coupling, which is neglected here (Carter et al. 1999; Carter &
Bowman 1998). We used this approximation, because it is com-
patible with the existing vibrational dipole moment matrixrou-
tine of Multimode. The quality of adiabatic rotation approxima-
tion results decrease with higherJ’s where the molecules are de-
formed stronger and the rigid rotor approach looses suitability.
Still, we expect reasonable results within the surveyed energy
range although a quantitative error estimation can not be given
easily. An extension to full rotational treatment of the dipole el-
ements is planned in the future, after modifications of the code
are done and tested.

Since the energies and dipole matrix elements have to be
calculated in two independent calculations with different wave
functions, a direct identification of a state in both calculations
can only be done via the vibrational quantum numbers. For
molecules with degenerated vibrational modes additional issues
occur. Non-rotating methane has one doubly degenerate and
two triply degenerate vibrational modes. The latter are split by
Coriolis interactions for non-zeroJ. In addition a splitting of
overtones, and related to this of combination levels, appears. 1

Combination levels are states where more than one vibrational
mode is excited. One can not obtain rigorous quantum state in-
formation out of the VCI method making this simple assignment
problematic. Thus for both parts of the calculations all states or
transitions, respectively, with the same quantum number assign-
ments are collected and an average of the mode energy or the

1 A simple access to this problem, without touching quantum me-
chanics, can be delivered by group theory. Here an example: Methane
belongs to theTd symmetry group. There a twofold degenerated mode
is of irreducible representationE. The first overtone is represented by
the direct productE × E = A1 + A2 + E. Realized areA1 andE, repre-
senting the three possibilities to put two marbles in two boxes.

transition dipole matrix element is done. Later then the theoreti-
cal degeneracy factors can be used. With this procedure we lose
information about splitting of degenerated modes but add cer-
tainty for the average and total band values.

For J = 0 energies and transition elements are calculated
with the same wave function. Therefore, every transition element
can be directly identified with the corresponding energies.This
allows a quantitative comparison of exact and averaged spectro-
scopic information at least for the vibrational case. This is done
later in this paper.

2.4. Einstein coefficients

Following eq. (1) the Einstein coefficients, taking into account
K-dependency and statistical factors for rotational radiation, are
given by

Ai j =
16π3

3h4c3

(Ei − E j)3

2Ji + 1
gig jS J jK j |M̄viv j |

2, (2)

wheregi andg j are the degeneracy factors of the initial and final
state respectively. This expression includes the standardHönl-
London factorsS JK . (Hönl & London 1925; Hansson & Watson
2005) The dipole transition element|M̄viv j |

2 is meant as aver-
aged over all included portions, meaning all dipole transition
elements with the quantum number assignmentsvi and v j for
initial and final state respectively. A complete set of Einstein co-
efficients up to a certain user-defined energy can be calculated.
The choice of the energy limit has to take into account the en-
ergy of the first excited electronic state of the surveyed molecule,
because the standard PES is for electronic ground state only. In
addition the accuracy of the PES and the level of convergence
of Multimode calculations drops for higher energies. Energies
below 10000 cm−1 above the zero-point energy should be quite
realistic.

The final databases we produce are public and can be
downloaded (www.ipp.mpg.de/∼rbw/databases). They contain
the wavenumber of the linesk [cm−1], Einstein coefficientsAi j

[s−1], energiesE [cm−1], degeneraciesg and the rotational (J,
K) and vibrational (n) quantum numbers for upper (i) and lower
( j) states respectively. The available information differs from the
HITRAN database, therefore, we have chosen a different format
for the database file:

k Ai j Ei gi E j g j Ji . . .
F9.2 E13.6 F9.2 I4 F9.2 I4 I3 . . .

. . . Ki ni J j K j n j

. . . I3 1X A15 I3 I3 1X A15

3. Analysis

For practical calculations, also the partition function

Q(T ) =
(2I + 1)m

σ

∑

J

(2J + 1)
+J
∑

K=−J

∑

n1,...,nN

gn1,...,nN (3)

× exp[−E(J,K, n1, . . . , nN)/kbT ]

has to be defined. The first term represents theI = 1/2 nulcear
spin degeneracy for them = 4 hydrogen atoms. Still, not all
permutations are allowed by symmetry for all vibrations. Itis
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Table 4. Comparison of partition functions for the complete datasets
(column 2) and two truncated datasets. In addition partition functions
from (Chakraborty et al. 2004) (column 5) are listed.

T [K] Q Q5800 Q5400 QChak
100 118 118 118 117
200 330 330 330 329
300 609 609 609 609
400 965 965 965 968
500 1433 1433 1433 1448
600 2069 2069 2068 2109
700 2943 2940 2936 3032
800 4143 4128 4112 4321
900 5770 5719 5670 6103
1000 7931 7798 7678 8616
1100 10728 10436 10185
1200 14249 13686 13224
1300 18563 17581 16807
1400 23718 22137 20932
1500 29738 27349 25580

common(Chakraborty et al. 2004) to use an averaged symmetry
factor (σ = 12 for methane) to obtain the average weight. The
energy for this partition function is defined relative to thevibra-
tional ground state energyE(J = 0,K = 0, n1 = 0, . . . , n9 = 0) =
9662.1761 cm−1. Using our list of states equation 3 becomes

Q(T ) =
16
12

∑

i

gi exp[−Ei/kbT ]. (4)

Table 4 shows partition functions up toT = 1500 K. We
also calculated partition functions of datasets truncatedat E =
5400 cm−1 andE = 5800 cm−1. If the differences between these
and the complete set are only minor the database can be seen as
complete for calculations at the given temperature. Therefore,
we can estimate our partition function virtually complete for
temperatures up toT = 700 K and still of acceptable com-
pleteness up toT = 1000 K. In addition we added data from
(Chakraborty et al. 2004) to prove, that our partition functions
are of the correct order. While the differences to these data are
up to 8% this does not allow drawing conclusions about accu-
racy. Chakraborty used a different, much less accurate, potential
energy surface with lower vibrational energies. While thisin-
creases the partition functions he also calculated more energy
values, which has the same effect. The ”true“ value will, there-
fore, be somewhere in between.

The algorithm and method described in section 2 limits the
quality of the spectroscopic data. As mentioned, it is possible
using MULTIMODE to obtain purely vibrational Einstein coef-
ficients without any averaging. This allows a visual estimation
of the quality of the averaging approach. Fig. 3 shows some
example plots of the relative intensities for a section of the
J = 0 methane spectrum. The intensitiesIi j were calculated from
Einstein coefficients multiplied with the Boltzman distribution
function forT = 1000 K , the partition function and a resolution
of 1 cm−1.

Ii j ∝
Ai j

Q(T )
e−

Eupper
kT . (5)

The temperature was chosen so that the distribution function
is negligible for energies higher than the 6200 cm−1 (1.3 · 10−4

for this case). In addition, the distribution function should have
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Fig. 3. Relative intensity plots of methane at 1000 K with Lorentzian
line broadening with broadening parameters = 1 cm−1 and different
σ’s for the apparatus function (Gaussian). The straight lines (red) are
direct J = 0 lines without any composition to bands or sub-bands. The
dotted line (green) is made from compositedJ = 0 band lines. The
red line can be interpreted as exact. The scaling factor of the absolute
intensities between the methods is 1 : 0.997. The averaging procedure
eliminates low intensity sub-bands and adds their intensities to the main
line. (1310 cm−1=̂7.63µm)

a non-negligible value near the peak we want to analyze. The
1300 cm−1 = 7.69µm peak was chosen, because the correspond-
ing threefold degenerate vibrational modev4 has a strong split-
ting of energies for higher excitations (Coriolis coupling) and
represents, therefore, the worst case for our approximations. The
individual lines were broadened with as = 1 cm−1 Lorentzian
distribution. The relative intensities are normalized to the con-
dition that the sum of the intensities of the calculated points is
unity. The resolution and broadening were chosen to generate a
small but visibly broaded spectrum. The scaling factor of the ab-
solute intensities between the methods is 1 : 0.997, which allows
a comparison of relative intensities, ignoring scaling factors.

The figure compares the intensities of the band-averaged
(dotted) and not band-averaged (straight) calculations. In
fig. 3(a) the effect on the line intensities and positions is shown.
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The averaging causes a redistribution of intensities to themain
line because the minor sub-bands are added to them. Still, for
complex systems as stellar and planetary atmospheres the spec-
tral lines are smeared out by pressure broadening and instru-
mental resolution. This is simulated in figs. 3(b) and 3(c) with
Gaussian apparatus functions of different half widthsσ. For a
resolution of the measurement aperture worse than 3 cm−1 the
composite spectrum is of sufficient accuracy. The main effect is
a loss of the side bands and therefore a more pronouced main
band.

This proves, that our algorithm delivers spectroscopic
databases with sufficient accuracy for the astrophysical appli-
cation even for cases with strongly degenerated lines. The con-
sistency and completeness of the data results in an advantage
compared to common databases for the designed boundary con-
ditions.

4. Comparison with HITRAN

We have built a spectroscopic database for methane using the
method described above, including over 1.2 million lines up to
an upper state energy of 6200 cm−1 (= 0.77 eV = 8920 K). We
compare this database to the HITRAN spectroscopic database
(Brown et al. 2003; Rothman et al. 2005). Please note that our
database does not directly compete with HITRAN in terms of ac-
curacy, for it was constructed for a different purpose. Therefore,
the present comparison does by not have a quantitative message,
but provides a proof-of-principle for our approach.
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Fig. 4. Relative intensities plot (same parameters as figure 3(a)) of our
database (straight) and HITRAN (dotted) for methane. HITRAN does
not contain continuous data, while our does. The main features of the
HITRAN spectra are reproduced in our one, while intensity values de-
viate.

Fig. 4 shows relative intensity spectra built from HITRAN
and our database, using the same parameters as in fig. 3(a).
Our database reproduces all main features of the HITRAN spec-
trum. The exact intensities show deviations which are caused by
the band-averaging, the dipole transition matrix approximation
and the different line densities of the databases. A quantitative
assignment of the deviations to the sources can not be given.
Therefore, a quantitative analysis of the quality of our data can

not be achieved easily. However, some general arguments can
be given. HITRAN is very reliable when one is looking at single
lines, being more accurate than our database, but it includes only
187000 lines. This lack of lines produces false empty regions
in the spectrum; in particular at high temperatures. In addition,
missing lines, independent of their intensity, produce windows
allowing radiation energy to escape too easily. Our database is
complete and, therefore, avoids these problems.

The common databases used for radiation transport calcu-
lations are patched with data from different sources to achieve
as much completeness as possible but introducing systematic er-
rors via the combination of different databases. We have calcu-
lated synthetic spectra for a fixed T dwarf model atmosphere
with Teff = 1000 K including only12CH4 lines, all other lines
from all other species are neglected to highlight the effects of
12CH4. This means that the same atmospheric structure was
used for both cases, while the spectroscopic information istaken
from different databases. Fig. 5 shows the radiation fluxFλ =
∮

IλndΩ emitted as a function of the wavelength. In addition to
our database (lower plot), fluxes for the HITRAN (upper plot)
database for CH4 are shown as a cloud of points. For better com-
parison we applied successive neighbor averaging until suffi-
cient smooth lines could be drawn. The darker line represents the
HITRAN based simulation. Both pictures show the same general
absorption characteristic. HITRAN has higher absorption max-
ima and a broader characteristic than our database. The averaged
values show less deviations. The interpretation of such data is
delicate. Looking at a narrow spectral region the HITRAN cal-
culation may show stronger maxima of absorption represented
by very few data points, while the total absorption for the region
is not necessarily larger than for our one. The different maxima
can be interpreted as a result of an underestimated rotational de-
pendence of the transition elements due to the adiabatic approx-
imation. For the high energy region the limited energy rangeof
our calculations has to be taken into account. While we calcu-
lated all states up to 6200 cm−1 the line list can of course not be
complete for this interval. The differences in the characteristics
may result from the better line density of our database compared
to HITRAN. The radiative flux plots show differences, which
can be mapped to the characteristics of the underlying databases.
Analysis for more precise discussions of specific databaseswill
be done in a subsequent paper.

5. Conclusions

We presented a method to construct complete spectroscopic
databases as needed for model atmospheres used in astrophysics.
The method fulfills the accuracy requirements for this applica-
tion and comparisons with the standard HITRAN show accept-
able agreement.
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Fig. 5. Radiative flux Fλ distribution dependend on wavelength for
1000 K. The absorption lines are12CH4 only. The points upper plot
shows a calculation based on HITRAN, lower one is based on our
database. We added averaged values as lines for better comparison
(dark=HITRAN,medium=our database). While the main absorption
features are represented in both cases, HITRAN seems to havestronger
absorption lines.
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